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Health Insurance : A Primer
Summary
possible financial loss, in thc
Peoplebuy
to o s
ve is
future . Such losses may a
al disaster, or other
use of medical
circumstance . For patients, financial losses may result fro
services . Health insurance then provides protection against the possibility of
financial loss due to health care use, In addition, since people do not know ahead of
time exactly what their health care expenses will be, paying for health insurance on
a regular basis helps smooth out their spending,
While health insurance continues to be mainly a
country, governuentVa
asingly significant role . Especially during the
latter half of the 20 c
nt both initiated and responded to
dynamics in medicine, the
o
the workplace through legislation and
public policies . For example, the to
enue System clarified that employer
contributions to employee health benefits are exempt from taxation, which
encouraged the growth of employment-based health coverage . Given the frequent
troduction of legislation aimed at modifying ox building on the current health
ins uance system, understanding the potential impact of such proposals requires a
working knowledge of how health insurance is designed, provided, purchased, and
regulated. Tkus report, whit .will beupdated provides basic information about those
topics,
The negative consequences of
ce are well-documented Persons and
families without health coverage are .more b
rhar those with coverage to forgo
needed health care, which often leads to worse health outcomes and the need for
expensive medical treatment . Since uninsured persons are more likely to be poor
than insured persons, the uninsured are less able to afford the health care they need .
LTminsurance can lead. to health care access problems for communities, such as
overcrowding in emergency rooms . Furthermore, individual states and the nation as
a whole arc affected through increased taxes and health care prices to cover
uncompensated care expenses .
Americans obtain health insurance in different settings and through a variety of
methods . People may get ii through the private sector, or from a publicly-funded
program . Consumers may purchase health coverage on their own, as part of an
employee group, or trough a trade or professional association, A small minority of
employees get health insurance at no up-front cost because their employer pays the
total insurance premium. However, nearly 44 million Americans did not have health
coverage in 2002,
Health insurance benefits are delivered and financed under different systems .
The factors that distinguish one delivery system from another are many, including!
how health care is financed, how much access to providers and services is controlled,
and how much authority the enrollee has to designherlhishealthplan . Toilustrate,
indemnity insurance is characterized by open access to services, whereas service use
restrictions are hallmarks of managed care plans . And as economic conditions
change, a specific delivery system may gain or lose the interest of affected parties .
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Health Insurance . A Primer
Introduction
ith insurance coverage dominates many state and federal health care
discuss
. As health coverage evolved from anmxconimonbenefit to a routine one,
government's role in subsidizing and regulating that coverage also changed for
workers, employers, and insurers, Altbougbhealth insurance continues to be mainly
a private enterprise in this country, public entities play an increasingly significant
role .
Government's involvement in health coverage expanded dramatically in the
latter half of the 20th century . Public policies and legislation initiated or responded
to dynamics in medicine, employment, and other areas-

• A ]or g-standing rule issued by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
stated that an employer's contributions to employment-based health
insurance could not be included in an employee's gross income for
tax purposes anteraal Revenue Code, Section 106) . This ruling
helped spur the growth ofemployer-sponsoredhealthbeaefits . The
IRS also stated separately that employers could deduct such
contributions as part of business expenses .
• Advances inmedicine ledto escalating consumer demand thr newer,
better treatments. At the same time the cost ofhealth care increased,
which was especially problematic for certain groups of care
consumers who lacked health . coverage. This led to government
efforts to assist consumers in paying fox health care through social
insurance programs .'
• More and more employees began to work for more than one
employer over their lifetimes . Government was called on to address
a problem marry workers faced : keeping health coverage as they
moved fxurn job to job,
Given the frequent introduction of legislation
t modifying or building
on the current health insurance system, understanding
potential impact of such
proposals requires a working knowledge of how health insurance is designed,
provided, purchased, and regulated . This report provides basic information about
those topics .

'Publicly-funded health programs generally either provide finding for direct medical
services or assist consumers in paying for health care. The latter are included in a broad
category of programs based on "social insurance" principles . Social insurance refer to
publicly-funded insurance programs that are statutorily mandated for certain groups of
people, such as low-incom individuals-
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What Is Health Insurance?
Basic Definitions and Principles
People buy insurance to protect ttremselves against possible f far c al loss hr the
future . Such losses maybe due to a motor vehicle collision, natural disaster, or other
circumstance . For patients, financial losses may result from tie use of medical
services, Health insurance then provides protection against the possibility of
financial loss due to health care use . In addition, since people do not know ahead of
time exactly what their health care expenses will be, paying for health insurance on
a regular basis helps smooth out their spending.
, the likelihood and n
The concept underlying insurance is
of financial loss, In any type of insurance arrangement, all parties seek to minimize
their own risk. In health insurance, consumers and insurers approach the
management of insurance risk differently . From the consumer's point of view, a
person (or family) buys health insurance for protection against financial losses
resulting from the future use of medical care . From the insurer's point of view, it
employs a variety of methods to minimize the risk it takes on when providing health
coverage to consumers, so as to assure that it operates a profitable business . One
method is to cover only those expenses arising from a pre-defined set of services
(generally called "covered" services) . Another method for limiting risk is to
encourage healthier people to obtain health coverage, presumably because healthier
people would not need as many medical services as sicker people .
While the methods employed by an insurer differ from those of a consiuner,
each person or entity has the same goal : to minimize risk in an uncertain faire . It
is this uncertainty ofthe future and risk of loss which form the context for insurance,
and the strategies to make financial loss more predictable and manageable which
drive insurance arrangements .
Uneven Wstribution of Health Care Expenses . In health care, a
minority of consumers are responsible for a .majority of expenses . According to a
study that looked at the distribution of health care spending, 5% of the population
accounted for over half of all health expenditures, and 10% of the population
accounted, for around two-thirds of those expenditures .` Such findings were
consistent for selected years spanning three decades . Given the unevenness of health
care spending and the impossibility of identifying all of the highest spenders before
theyuse medical services, insurers ernployvarious strategies in order to minimize the
risk they take on .

2

Marc L. Berk and
C.
Revisited," Health Afairs, v

"The Concentration of Health Care Expenditures,
20, no . 2, (MariApr . 2001), pp . 9-18 .
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Risk Pool and Rate Setting . The main objective of insurance is
risk across a group of people . This objective is achieved in health insurance w
people contribute to a common pool ("risk pool") an amount at least equal to the
average expected cost resulting Tom use of covered services bytlre group as a whole .
In this way, the actual costs of health services used by a few people are spread over
the entire group . This is the reason why insuring larger groups is considered less
risky-the more persons participating in. a risk pool, the less likely that the serious
medical experiences of one or a few persons will result in catastrophic financial loss
for the entire pool.
An insurer calcul s d charges a rate (ie-, a "premi ") in order to finance
the health coverage it provides . The premium generally
everal factors,
ninistrative
including the expected cost of claims for using services in
expenses associated with nmning the plan, and a risk or
charge . The
premium also will vary depending onifttbuys self-onlycoverag or
ve e
if
the
insurer
accurately
estimates
future
costs
and
sets
(see later discussion),
appropriate premium levels, then claims for that risk pool should be reasonably
predictable overtime . In other words, the premiums paid by healthy persons in the
risk pool help subsidize the costs of less-healthy persons .
Risk Pool Composition and Adverse Selection, As noted above, one
of the ways insurers attempt to make future costs more predictable is by spreading
the risk of hi gh costs for a few people across manypeople . But the number of people
is not the only significant factor. Equally as important, if not more so re the
composition of the group .
A consumer's decision to obtain health coverage is based on a variety of factors,
such as health status, estimated need for future medical care, and disposable income .
Consumers with different health conditions, as well as varying degrees of comfort
towards risk-taking, will differ on whether they consider health insurance necessary_
This is a circumstance that insurers will consider when estimating the cost to cover
future health care use . With this in mind, insurers generally will vary the premiums
they charge and the health services they cover (subject to state and federal statues)
in order to attract various segments of the population. This flexibility in rate setting
and benefit determination is particularly important in a competitive insurance market
where insurers try to provide the most attractive rates to increase their market share .
However, some risk pools do attract a disproportionate share of unhealthy
individuals . In part, this is because people generally know more about their own
health conditions than any other person or entity, such as an insurer . Health care
consumers typically are the best-informed about when they will need medical care
and what kind of services they will need. The "information asymmetry" between
what consumers know compared to what insurers know gives consumers an
advantage when looking for health coverage that will meet their future demand for
health care . This as y=r etry is another source ofuncertainty which insurers take into
account when developing and pricing insurance products (or health plans) .
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n
re of unhealthy people make up a risk pool, a
Wher, a disproe
phenomenon known
lection," the average cost for each person in the
pool rises . The higher costs may encourage the departure ofhealthier members from
the group, and discourage the entrance of other healthypeople, since healthier people
maybe able to find cheaper coverage elsewhere, or decide that coverage is too costly
and become uninsured. In either situation, it leaves an even less healthy group of
e le in the risk pool., which again causes the average cost to rise for the, emaining
cipants . If there is no change in this dynamic, the group mayexperience a "death
, as it suffers substantial adverse selection leading to an increasingly expensive
z
ool and possibly dissolution of the pool altogether . Therefore, despite the
consumer's information advantage, it does not guarantee access to affordable and
adequate health coverage,
Group Market, Nongroup Market, and Medical Underwriting . Health
e can be provided to groups ofpeople that are drawn togetherbyan employer
r organization, such as a professional association or trade union . Such groups
are generally formed for some purpose other than obtaining insurance, like
employment . When insurance is provided to a group, it is referred to as "group
coverage" or "group insurance ." In the group insurance market, the entity that
purchases health insurance on behalf of a risk pool is referred to as the "sponsor ."
Consumers who are not associated with a group can obtain health coverage by
purchasing it. directly from an insurer in the individual (or nongroup) insurance
market Insurance carriers in the nongroup market conduct an exhaustive analysis
of each applicant's insurability. An applicant usually must provide the insurer with
an extensive medical history and often undergo a physical exam . This information
used by carriers to assess the potential medical claims for each person by
comparing characteristics of the applicant to the loss experience of others with
smuiar characteristics . Once such an evaluation has been conducted, the carrier
decides whether or not to provide health coverage and determines the conditions for
."
coverage . This evaluation and determination process is called "underwriting
Medical underwriting is standard practice in the individual insurance market,
- 'a ability to reject applicants or vary the terms of coverage are
egree by federal and state requirements . in the group insurance
market, in forgo underwriting in the traditional sense ; i.e ., reviewing each
person's demo c,
d medical history. Instead, an insurer looks at the
eharaeteristi o colic o
h as its claims history, demo
thics
(e .g., industry of fitrm and age dishy,
oil ), d geographic location -s
charges a premium
to conduct the insurance risk and loss
based on the analysis of the group's chars teristics . There are exceptions to ties for
very small groups. For exsnaple, when a firm with only a handful of employees
p ''es for health coverage, the insurer may choose to review the health conditions
rson in order to establish a premium for the entire group . Or, the insurer
may charge a larger premium due to the larger risk attributed to smaller groups ; if
permitted under law ;

G . Claxton, "Tow Private Insurance Works : A.

finer,"Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF)
(continued . . .)

(IRS-5
Fully-insured vs . Self-insured Mans .
distinction made
fly-insured or selfas of health insurance products is whether
fully-insured health plan is one in which the sponsor purchases health
o
state-icensed insurer (also referred to as or, insurance canter) . The
carrier assumes the risk of providing covered service to the sponsor's enrolled
members. In contrast, organizations who self insure (or self fund) do not purchase
health coverage from state-licensed insurers . Self-insured plans refer to health
coverage that is provided directly by the organization (e . g., employing firm) seeking
coverage for its members (e .g ., employees) . Such organizations directly take on the
risk for covering medical expenses, and such plans are not subj ect to state insurance
regulations. Thus, a large employer that self funds employee health benefits acts as
both sponsor and insurer for that coverage . Finns that self fiend typically contract
with third-party administrators (TPAs) to handle administrative duties such as
member services, premium collection, and utilization review. TPAs do not
underwrite insurance risk .
Self-only vs . Family Coverage. Another common distinction made in
health insurance i s whether the policy covers one person or a family, Under self-only
coverage, the holder of the insurance policy is the only person insured. (Self-only
coverage sometimes is referredto as individual coverage . Individual coverage in this
sense should not be confused with health coverage from the individual insurance
market - see discussion below .) Family coverage applies to the policyholder,
herlhis spouse, and children .' Self-only and Faintly policies may differ from each
other in terms of the services they cover and the cost-sharing they impose .
Administrative Expenses, Costs for administrative functions encompass
a wide range of operational activities, Administrative expenses include costs
associated with contracting with providers, sales and marketing, enrollment and
billing, customer service, utilization review, case management, and other functions .
The estimate of administrative expenses as a percent of claims often is used as a
measure of operational efficiency . For large firms that self.-insure, administrative
costs make up 5-11 % ofclainis, compared with 33-37°J for insurers of small firms,'
In the nongroup market, administrative expenses are often higher oa a per-person
basis compared to the group market .

' continued)
website, Apr, 2002, at (http ;Ilw'w^n+ .kff:orgfinsuzancefloader.clin?arl=lcouunonspat`
secuntyigetfile .efm&PageD=14053] .
" Policies vary on the requirements children must meet (e.g., age, martial status, etc .) in
order to become eligible for or stay on a family policy .
s Rose C. Chu and Gordon R. Trapnell, "Study of the Ammnistrative Costs and Actuarial .
Values of Small Health Plans," Small Business Research Summary no . 224, at
[http ;flwww .sba .goviadvohessearch/rs224 .pdxl , Jan . 2003
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Tax Preference
Unlike most industrialized countries, the United States does notguarantee health
coverage to all of its citizens. Instead, it relies on a patchwork approach which .
combines private and public means forpro viding and accessing health insurance and
health care . One of the key pieces of this patchwork encouraged the growth of
employment-based health coverage via the tax code .
Section 106 of the Internal Revenue Code states that employer contributions to
employment-based health insurance are not included to employees' gross incomes
for tax purposes . This tax preference encourages works to sign up for ("take-up")
health coverage within the work setting- A separate ruling by the Internal Revenue
Service clarified that such employer contributions are business expenses and,
therefore, deductible from employers' taxable income . Both parties benefit.
employers use health insurance coverage as a means to recruit and retain workers,
while employees typically get access to more services at better rates (see discussion
below). However, employees generally receive reduced wages to compensate for
richer fringe benefits,
The tax exclusion of fringe benefits is one of the primary reason why health
coverage is provided mainly through the workplace in this country . Approximately
two out of three noneldexly (under 65) Americans have employment-sponsored
insurance (ESI) . Moreover, of nonelderly persons with private health insurance
coverage, approximately nine out of 10 obtain it through the workplace.

Health Insurance Regulation
Regulation occurs at multiple points in the process ofprovirling health coverage .
Health insurance regulation addresses a wide variety of issues : the benefits that must
be offered, the individuals to whom the insurance is made available, and the
responsibilities insurers have to their health plan enrollees axe a few of those issues .
The most common distinction (and one of the most contentious areas) in the
regulation of health insurance is whether it is the responsibility of individual states
or the federal government . 7,4s distinction is important because federal and state
laws governing health plans differ on issues such as compensation in courts, access
to care, and mandated coverage for certain benefits .

Responsibility of the States . The regulation of insurance traditionally has
been a state responsibility, as clarified by the 1 .945 McCarran-Ferguson Act
However, overlapping federal requirements complicate the matter with respect to
health insurance . Individual states have established standards and regulations
overseeing the "business of insurance," including requirements related to the
finances, management, and business practices of an insurer . For example, all states
have laws thatrequire state-licensed insurance carriers to offer coverage for specified
health care servicesfknownas"mandatedbenefits") . Because fully-insuredplansare
subject to state-established requirements, those plans must offer those mandated
benefits . On the other hand, self-insured plans are not subject to state insurance
regulations so they are exempt from such requirements .

CR .
Key Federal Statutes . Regardless of whether health plans are fa;ly-insured
ox self-funded, they all are subject to a number of federal laws (e .g., the Americans
with Disabilities Act) . Two of these federal laws, the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA, P L . 93-406) and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA, P .L . 104-191), have significant impact on how
health insurance is provided,
ERISA outlines minimum federal standards for private-sector employersponsored benefits . (Public employee benefits and plans sponsored by churches
generally are exempt from ERISA) . Passed in response to pension abuses, the Act
was developed with a focus on pensions, but the law applies to a long list of "welfare
benefits" including health insurance . The Act requires that funds be handled
prudently and in the best interest of beneficiaries, participants be informed of their
rights, and there be adequate disclosure of a plan's financial activities . ERISA
preempts state laws for issues that "relate to" employee beneit plans . (In other
words, the federal law overrides state laws affecting private-sector employee
benefits). his portion of EMAwas designed to ensure that plans would be subject
to the same benefit laws across all states, partly in consideration offinns that operate
in multiple states. However, state laws still apply for issues which involve the
"business of insuranc -"insurance Giventheambiguityofthephrases"relateto"and"business
of insurance," the ERISA preemption is an area of heated debate and active
litigation .'
The core motivation behind the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (H1PAA) is to address the concern that insured persons have about
losing their coverage if they switch jobs or change healthh plans ("portability" of
health coverage) . The Act's health insurance provisions established federal
requirements on private and public employer-sponsored health plans and insurers .
It ensures the availability and renewability of coverage for certain employees and
other persons under specified circumstances . HJPAA limits the amount of time that
coverage for pre-existing medical conditions can be denied, and prohibits
discrimination on the basis ofhealth status-related factors . The Act also includes tax
provisions designed to encourage the expansion of health coverage through several
mechanisms, such as a demonstration, project for tax-advantaged medical savings
accounts and a graduated increase of the portion of premiums self-employed persons
could deduct from their federal income tax calculations . Another set of HIPAA
provisions addresses the electronic transmission of health information and the
privacyof personally-identifiable medical information (administrative simplification
and privacy provisions, respectively) .'

' For mom information about ER ISA, see CRS Report 83203 .5, F,RZSri Regulation of
Health Plans : F=r Sheet, by Hindi Chaikind .
' For more information about Hd'AA, see CRS Report RL31634, The Health Insurance
PanabilityandAccountabili yAct (FIfPAA) of1996 : Overviewand GJidance onFreguentiy
Asked Questions, by Hinder Chaikind, Sear Heame, RobertLyke, Stephen Redhead and3u ie
Stone .
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Why Is Health Insurance Considered Important?
While health insurance coverage is not necessary to obtain health case, it is a
vital mechanism for accessing services in an environment of increasingly expensive
health care . As health care costs rise - at times outstripping the rise in wages more people need greater assistance with covering medical expenses . Health
insurance provides some measure ofprotection for consumers, especially those who
have limited means or greater-than-average need for medical care.
Health insurance is considered important also becau
well-documented,
far-reaching consequences ofuninsurance . For instance, unuisitiedparsons are more
likely to forgo needed health care than people with health coverage . This includes
forgoing services for preventable or chronic conditions which often leads to worse
health outcomes! Uninsured persons also are less likely to have a "usual source of
care;" i .e ., a person or place identified as the source to which the patient usually goes
far health services or medical advice (not including emergency rooms) . In 2002,
while only one-tenth of all adults with private health insurance identified no usual
source of care, almost half of all uninsured adults had no usual sources Having a
usual source is important because people who establish ongoing relationships with
health care providers or facilities are more likely than persons without a usual source
to access preventive health services and have regular visits with a physician."
Therefore, to the extent that health insurance coverage facilitates access to medical
services, people without coverage face substantial barriers in the pursuit ofthe health
care they need.
The negative consequences of uninsurance extends beyond the persons dire y
involved. The institute ofMedicine found that the insurance status ofparents affects
the amount ofhealth care their childrenreeeive ." luplaces with crowded emergency
rooms, moreasingumnsunince rates can addto that problern, since imirsured persons
have fewer places from which they can get general health services outside of
emergency departments (EDs), compared to people with health coverage .
Overcrowding in EDs, in turn, leads to longer waits for all patients sewing
emergency care. Moreover, many uninsured persons forgo preventive healthcare arid
end up developing more serious conditions requiring complex, expensive medical
services . Since health coverage is positively related to income, uninsured persons are
less likely to be able to afford this level of care . In cases where patients are unable
to cover the costs associated with receiving health services, the facilities that
provided those services must take: it as a fnanezal loss (i .e., uncompensated care) .
These losses can be staggering . For example, one study estimated that health care

s Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, "The Uninsured and Their Access to
I-iealthCare"KFFwebsiteat(http:J/uv,+wJd£org'uninsured/loader.cth d=1cermonsuot/
security/getfile.cfm&PageID=29284], Den. 2003 .
s National Center for Health Statistics, Health, United Stares, 2002 .
7° LE .DeVee,etal.,"Receipt of Preventive Care Among Adults : Insurance Status and Usual
Source of Care," American Journal ofPublic Health, May 2003.
" Institute of Medicine, Committee on the Consequences of Uninswauce,
Matters: Insurance and Health Care, 2001 .

Coverage
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providers gave approximately $35 billion ofuncompensated care to the uninsured in
2001, 11
Ultimately, though, the costs for caring r the uninsured are "passed down to
ayers and consumers of health care in the form of higher taxes and higher
or services and insurance ."" Taxpayers are affected because the federal.
tmakes payments to hospitals- for patients enrolledixi certain programs
account the share of poor people treated . The assumption is that
proportion of poor people have a greater problem with
facilities
uminsurance and uncompensated care . The federal government also provides grams
to many health centers and other facilities that serve poor communities . In addition,
states and localities fund local health programs, public hospitals, and clinics facilities that generally serve am uninsured (or :medically-underserved) population.
Health care consumers are affected by uninsurance because in order for physician
practices and hospitals to survive financially they have to make-up the losses they
sustain . Hospitals and physicians may raise rates for certain services or discontinue
unprofitable programs in order to recoup those losses, thereby affecting consumers'
pocketbooks and access to services . Uninsurance, tndn, has negative health and
financial consequences foruminsuredpersons, their families, communities, states, and
the nation as a whole.

Where Do People Get Health Insurance?
Americans who are not elderly obtain health insurance indifferent sett gs and
through a variety of methods (see Table 1). f ° People may get it through the private
sector, or from a publicly-funded social insurance program . Consumers may
purchase health coverage on their own, as part of an employee group, or through a
trade arprofessional associat on. A small minority of employees getheaith insurance
at no up-front cost because their employer pays the total insurance premium (both the
employee and employer shares of the premium) . However, nearly 44 million
Americans did not have health coverage in 2W2 ."

n J. Hadley and J. Holahan, - How Much Medical Care Do the Uninsured Use, and Who
Pays for It?," Health Affairs Web Exclusive, Feb . 12, 2001
"Institute ofMedicine, Committee on the Consequences of Uninsurance, A .SharedDesfiny,
2003, p 122 .
" Health coverage often is discussed in terms of the under-65 populati i
e
virtually all of the elderly get health coverage through one source : the Medicare program.
" U.S . Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2003 . The number includes all
s,insured persons, including the elderly.
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Table 1 . He

h

surance Coverage of the Nonetclerly by Typo
of Insurance, 2002
n

A
h #

t~ .~

100 .0%

250 .8

64 .2

161-0

Nongroup market

6 .7

i6,8

Medicare

23

5 .8

Medicaid

11 .9

29 .9

2 .8

6,9

17 .3

43 .3

Total population
Group market

Tricare/GHM&VAY
No health insurance

Source ; Employee Benefit Research Institute cstimates of the 2003 Current Population Survey .
Note :
one source-

Columns

may not addtoiotahbecautepasons

may

receivetosurarce coverage fronracre that

'' Trioare (formerly known as CHAMPUS) is a program administered Lbe Depamraeut of Defense
for military retirees as well as families of active duty, retired, and deceased service members .
CILA_MP VA, the Civilian Health and Medical Progrant for the Deparnnent of Veterans Affairs, is a
health care benefits program for disabled dependents of veterans and certain survivors ofveterans,
by

Employer-sponsored Insurance
Even though examples of health insurance in this country stretch back almost
200 years, most Americans did not have health coverage until the latter half of the
20th centary) 5 The demand for more workers during World War II and a wage freeze
imposed by the National War Labor Board generated great interest in employexsponsored insurance (ESI) as a worker recruitment and retention tool .t 7 Buoyed by
legislation and court rulings declaring the tax exemption of fringe benefits, and
support front unaa lens for work-based coverage, health insurance became a pervasive
employment benefit .
In employer-sponsored insurance, risk pools may be comprised of active
workers, dependents, and retirees- Insurers use a number of strategies to increase the
likelihood that each risk pool includes a good proportion ofheaithy individuals, thus
avoiding adverse selection . For instance, insurers may restrict employees'
opportunities to take-up health coverage switch health plans by designating a
- ( open enrollment period') . Such
specific time name each year for such a
a strategy decreases The likelihood that peop will "game" foe system by taking up
rvoes(e.g,,far regnancyandb th),
coverage only when theyplan on using healt

is See timeline from Employee Benefit Research Institute's (EBki) "History= of Health
Insurance Benefits," EBRCwebsite, Mar . 2002, at fhttpdlivww . e1a~i.arglfaetaf0302f ct .ht m] .
Health Insurance Association of America, Ftmdarnenrals ofHealth .Twaca ice, 7997 .
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and dropp c e when they no longer plan to access care . Insurers also may
require the ernp to enroll a certain proportion of the fnm's eligible population .
Assuming that eligible population consists of a good percentage of healthy
people, requirin certain proportion of all eligibles to enroll leads to an enrollee
population whie contains at least souse healthy peopleEmployers also usestrategiestoencourage insurance
upbyhealthypeop,e .
For example, employers usually pay part (or ; in very few
, all) of the total
.
This
practice
makes
health
coverage
a
more
attractive
benefit,
even to
premium
. Overall, insurers
those who do not plan to use medical services on a re
may assume that not all people in ESI risk pools take-u
cal care.
primarily related to personal health status or immediate dema,
Advantages . ESI plans retain enrollees better than the individual health
insurance market . As previously mentioned, health benefits provided at the
workplace are exempt from income and employment taxes, encouraging the growth
and continuity ofemployer-sponsored health insurance . Large riskpools with a good
proportion of healthy enrollees tend to be more stable than small pools or those with
a higher proportion of unhealthy enrollees . Given the strategies discussed above to
discourage adverse selection, insurers assume that ESI pools - particularly large,
diverse ones-- are more stable. Generally, this translates into less volatile costs and
better overall rates m the group market compared to the nongroup market . Also,
large ESI groups can use their size to negotiate for better benefits and cost-sharing,
in contrast to individual at) ca-us in the nongroup market . Plan sponsors negotiate
and interact with insurers on behalf of alll of their insured members, unlike in the
individual market where each consumer must deal with the insurance carrier directly
in order to apply for and purchase coverage . In addition, there are economies of scale
fez enrollees in the group market compared to the nongroup market for such
administrative activities such as sales, billing, and customer service . For these
reasons, workers and their families benefit from receiving coverage through the
workplace . Forplan sponsors, the mainadvantage is to use health coverage to recruit
and retain workers . This is particularly appealing in a growing economy - such as
during most of the 1990s - when there may be high demand for workers .
Disadvantages . While there are many advantages to obtaining ESI coverage,
there are challenges as well . From the vantage point of the enrollee, one of the
biggest disadvantages is the general lack of portability . Because ESI coverage is tied
to the job and not the person, any change in employment (such as going from fulltime to part-time status, or changing jobs) may alter the health care providers or
services to which the worker has access, or disrupthealth coverage altogether . Also,
in firms that offer health coverage, there is a trade off made between wages and
benefits . For workers who do nottake up health insurance from these fins, they end
up accepting lower wages for a set of benefits they d not access . From the
perspective of the sponsor, an underlying challenge is the lack of enrollee awareness
. Because
the sponsor
contributes
the cost of the
of the-true
costs ofdohealth,
care the
enrollees
not bear
full cost
of obtaining
healthtocoverage
. More
ollees generally do not have to cover the entire cost of the services
sponsors negotiate for lower rates and better cost-sharing
sn ngementsfrominsurers . Consumers enrolled in managedcareplansinpanicnlar
are shielded from health care's true costs . Some observers contend that this lack of
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made even more difficult to justify or implement . Finally, from the perspective of
the federal budget, the tax exclusion of employer-sponsored health insurance
represents a lost source for Treasury funds_
Large vs . Small Groups . The group insurance market often is thought of
as consisting of large and small groups . The underlying reason for this distinction
is rooted in the inverse relationship between insurance risk and group size ; i.e ., the
risk associated with a group grows as the size of the group shrinks . This concept
affects employers' offers ofbealthbenefits . For instance, a very large employer often
the Federal
is able to offer multiple health plan options to its members
Employee Health Benefit Program (FFHBP)) . A large business can leverage its size
to get a more comprehensive set of benefits . On the other hand, small employers are
less able to provide health coverage at all because of the greater risk associated with
small groups . Even when small employers do offer coverage, the benefits are often
limited . Small employers also are much less likely to self fund health coverage,
since there is a smaller pool for spreading risk and protecting against catastrophic
loss . Furthermore, such entities generally do not have the necessary administrative
capacity to negotiate with multiple provider groups and handle all the day-to-day
operational functions conducted by insurers . It is conditions such as these which
prompt legislators to develop proposals for expanding small group participation in
health insurance ; for example, targeting association health plans and health marts,
and opening no FEHBP to the small group market .
Association health plans and health marts are examples of the spectrum of
entities which bring groups of people together for the purpose of buying health
insurance . These entities includetrade andprofessional associations that offer health
coverage to their members ("association-sponsoredplans"), and small ftrms thatband
together to purchase coverage as a group ("health insurance purchasing
cooperatives") . The premise behind pooling arrangements is to decrease the
administrative burden on and increase the negotiating capacity of participants who
cannot afford to offer or purchase coverage on their own . Around one-third of small
firms buy health coverage through some type of purchasing pool .'s

Public Programs
While most Americans with health insurance obtain it through the privatesector, tens of millions of people get their medical care paid for through public
programs . Below are descriptions of selected federal and state programs which
provide payments on behalf ofmany persons who, due to low incomes or high health
care expenses, could not afford health care otherwise-

" For additional information, see CRS Report RL31963, Associaton Health Plans, Health
Marts, and the Small Group Market for Health Insurance, by lean Hearne .
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Medicare. The Medicare program was established in 1965, and is a federal
program for seniors (65 years and older), certain nonelderlypersons with disabilities,
and persons with . end-stage renal (kidney) disease . Medicare currently consists of
three parts: Part A, Hospital Insurance ; Part B, Supplementary Medical Insurance ;
and Part C, Medicare Advantage, formerly referred to as the Medicare+Choice
program . Together, Parts A and B cover many medical services, such as care
provided in hospitals and skilled nursing facilities, hospice care, home health care,
physician services, physical and occupational therapy, and other services . The then
Medicare+Choiceprogram, addedthree decades after Medicare was established, was
created to expand the availability and diversity of managed care plans that cover all
Part A and B services . P.L. 108-173 added a new Part D to the Medicare program .
Effective iu 2006, Medicare beneficiaries may access outpatient prescription drag
benefits through Part D .
A large majority of Americans age 65 and older are automatically entitled to
coverage under Part A and do not have to pay a premium because either they or their
spouse paid Medicare payroll taxes on their past earnings- (Even if an elderly person
did act pay Medicare taxes, she/he may be able to purchase Part A coverage ; Pan
A also provides coverage for certain nonelderly persons who receive Social Security
cash benefits . Enrollment in Medicare Part B is voluntary for eligible individuals,
For most persons who are entitled to benefits under Part A, they are enrolled
automatically in Part B, but they are given the option to decline covera ;. The small
minority ofptopie who do not have automatic enrollment may request enrollment in
writing . All Part B enrollees pay a monthly pswdum for coverage .
Since its creation in the mid-1960s, Medicare has provided health coverage to
tens of millions of Americans, and in 2003 had 40 million enrollees . The program
has been so successful in covering the elderlythat the problem ofppinsurauce usually
is described in terms of the under-65 population.
Medicaid and the State Children's Health Insurance Program
(S HIP) . Medicaid is the main health insurance program for very low-income
Americans_ It provides coverage for health care and long-term-care services to
certain adults (generally parents and pregnant women), children, the elderly, and
persons with disabilities . Medicaid is jointly funded by federal and state
governments, and is adrninisteredby the states within federally-set guidelines . State
Medicaid programs provide a comprehensive set of services, reflecting its diverse
enrollee population . These programs must provide a set of federally-specified
benefits, such as hospital services (both inpatient and outpatient), physician services,
nursing home care, home health care for those entitled to services from nursing
facilities, and certain services for children . States also have the authority to cover
additional services . Some states have used their waiver authority underMedicaid to
extend coverage to uninsured persons who could not meet the program's financial
tests, Medicaid is a means-tested program and applicants must meet financial and
other criteria in order to be eligible for program services . Everyone who meets the
eligibility criteria is entitled to Medicaid benefits.
The State Children's Healthlnaurance Program was established in 1997 to allow
states to cover certain low-income children . In designing their programs, states can
choose among three options : expand Medicaid, create a new "separate state"
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insurance program, or devise a combination of both approaches . States that choose
to expand Medicaid to SCRIP eligibles must provide the full range of Medicaid
benefits, as well as all optional services specified in their state Medicaid plans .
States that establish SCRIP programs that are separate from Medicaid choose one of
three benefit options . All 50 states, the District of Columbia, and five territories have
established some type ofSCH3Pprogram -SCRIP'seligibility rules targetunnsared
children, under 19 years of age whose families' incomes are above Medicaid
eligibility levels . States may raise the upper income level for low-income children
up to 200% of the federal poverty level, or higher under certain circrus stances . 19

Individual Health Insurance
oflenreferredtoasa"residual"
The individual insuranc
o o ")
t
provides
coverage
to persons who cannot
.
The
reasonbein
at
market
obtain health insurance throughthe workplace and do not qualify forpublic programs
such as Medicare, Medicaid, or SCRIP . Consequently, the enrollee population for
thus private health insurance market is small .
The residual nature of thenongroup market is evident inthe dernograpbicmalceup of those who purchase coverage from it . The .market is over-represented by the
near elderly (55-64 years old) ; a group that has relatively weak attachments to the
workplace . The individual market disproportionately consists of part-time workers,
part-year workers, and the self-employed, groups unlikely to have access to FS1
coverage.` Also, some people use the nongroup market as a temporary source of
coverage, such as those in-between jobs or early retirees who are not yet eligible for
Medicare .
robust
u
Applicants to the individual insurance market must go
carriers
in
most
states
conduct
an
exhaustive
analysis
of
Insuranea
underwriting.
each applicant's insurability. An applicant usually must provide her/his medical
history, and often undergo a physical exam . This information is used by carriers to
assess the potential, medical claims for each person . Federal and state requirements
restrict somewhat insurers' ability to reject applications or design coverage based on
health factors (such as benefit exclusions for certain pre-existing health conditions) .
Nonetheless, some applicants are rejected from the uorigroup market altogether, and
others who are approved may xeceive limited benefits or are charged premiums that
are higher than those in the group market for similar coverage ." Rigorous
underwriting results in an enrollee population that is fairly healthy (three out of four
enrollees report that their health is excellent or very good'), thereby excluding

HIP, see CRS Report RL30473, State Children's
: A B;ief'Overview, by Elicia Ii Herz and Peter Kraut .
70 D. 7. Chollet, "Consumers, Insurers, and Market Behavior," Jaurr:al ofHealth Politics,
Policy and Law, Feb . 2000 .
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i' M. V. Pauly andA.M. Percy, "Cost and Performance : A Comparison oftee Lneividual arid
Group Health Insurance Markets," Journal ofHealth Politics, Policy and Law, Feb_ 2000 .
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from the private nongroup

State High-Risk Pools
that provide
Many states have high-risk pools, which are nonprofit e
such persons
health coverage to persons with high health care expenses . Gene
are denied coverage in the individual insurance market because of their health
conditions and/or predicted use of costly medical services . If they are not eligible for
public programs (e .g ., their incomes may exceed the financial eligibility criteria),
they have very few options for obtaining care . As of December 2002, 30 states runo
high-risk health insurance pools" These programs tend to be small and eligibility
varies by state . While some state high-risk pools have successfully provided health
coverage to high-risk people, many programs are beset by accessibility, adequacy,
and affordability problems .`{

The Uninsured
Despite the various private and public sources of health insurance, millions of
Americans are without health coverage . In 2002, there were almost 44 million
people without health insurance coverage .'-' For the vast maiority of the uninsured,
it is because they cannot access coverage (e.g., their employer does not offer health
insurance as an employment benefit) or they cannot afford it .
obi
opulation, given the
manes is characters
nelderly uninsured
near- vernal coverage of seniors through Medicare .
population differs from the insured population on a umber of key demographic
factors . One of the most striking characteristic of persons who lack coverage is that
"ficant proportion are in low-income families . For instance, among all
d persons under age 65, over half were in poor or near poor families in
t
cover, among noneiderly persons who are poor, a full one-third lacked
2 2.
health insurance coverage, compared to less than one-fifth of the poor who received
coverage through the workplaces Z1

22
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Market Face Cost and Coverage Trade-Offs," Nov . 1996 .
a3 States with high-risk pools : AI, AK, AR, CA, CO, CT, FL, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, LA, :MD,
MN, MS, MO, MT, NE, NIL NM, ND, OK., OR, SC, T?, UT, WA, WI, and WY . A map
of state high-risk pools is available a [ w ww.statehealthfacts .org] .
" Far additional information about state bigh-riskpools, see CRS Report RL3I745, Health
Insurance: Stare High-Risk Pools, by Julie Stone .

" U S . Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2003" The poverty level for a family of four in 2001 was an arm
27

me of :,18,104.

Far additional information, see CRS Report 96-891 EPW, Health Insurance Coverage:
Characteristics o,Fthe Insured and Uninsured Populations in 2002, by Chris Peterson .
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teristic of the uninsured is that over 80% are persons ti
A s
g c
ties to the paid labor ice, or dependents of such persons . Even more sutprisin
that over half of the uninsured were workers with full-time, full-year status, or e
dependents ofthose workers . While such findings maybe counter-intuitive, there are
multiple reasons why employed persons and their families may laekhealth coverageFor example, a worker may be offered health insurance by his/her employer, but
declines it because he/she thinks it is too expensive. An employee may work for a
small firm which is less likely than a large firm to offer health insurance as a benefit .
A low-wage employee, ever, working full time, is less likely to be offered health
insurance at work and less likely to be able to afford it than higher-wage workers in
the same firm . Finally, a healthy worker may be willing to take the risk of being
uninsured and choose not to purchase insurance . Despite the dominance of
employer-sponsored health insurance, the dynamics of work, insurance risk, and
financial resources intersect to impede the coverage of all workers and their families,
The problem of the uninsured is a paramoun
oncern to many
is the overall
ak
d legislators . One of the topics of on
e
sured and the direction of the uniusurance ra e . These issues have
generated some controversy over dueling analyses which show slightlydifferent(and
sometimes, moderately different) findings . But despite the forceful discussions
regarding trends in utinsurance, the year-to-year changes in the uninsurance rate
actually are small, For example, from 198" to 2002 (the last year of available data),
the change in the annual uninsuranee rate usually was one-half of 1%, or less?
Nonetheless, tens of millions of Americans were without coverage during that time
period, Such circumstances beg the questions : why does pervasive uninsurance
persist (eves during the robust economy of the mid-1990s), and what are the
implications for legislation and public policies to expand health coverage?

How Are Health Benefits Delivered And Financed?
Given the complexity of the health care system) overall, it is ro surprise that
health benefits are delivered and financed through different arrangements, Those
arrangements vary due to numerous factors such as : how health care is financed,
how much access to providers and services axe controlled, and how much authority
the enrollee has to design her/his health plan . While delivery systems may share
certain characteristics, general distinctions can be made based on payment, access,
and other critical variables .

Indemnity Insurance
insured person decides when and from whom
Under inderm i
services the enrollee receives are coveredunderhis/her
to seek health services .
urance, the enrollee or t
ollee's provider files a claim with the insurer . Thus,
ake payments re
(i .e ., after the health services have been
ren
specified for each covered service. In this
h to the maxhnun

2'

Data available at [http ://wane.census .gav/lihes/hlthins,historicl ade htmli.
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model of health care aelivery, the financing of health se
those services are kept separate .

d e obtaining of

This bifarcat estioned for a time . But as medical costs
o ctors of the national economy, many
to
began to rise, s
iv
od as contnouting to increasing expenses .
observers criticizes s
Because providers were camp ated on a fee-for-service basis, some argued that
to provide efficient health care . In fact, some
providers were not given incen
critics accused health care practitioners and institutions of providing an overabundance of health care in order to generate greater revenue . By the early 1970s,
legislators, analysts, and others expressed considerable interestin alternative models,
such as managed carte models, with cost control as a key feature .

Managed Care
While managed care means different things to different people, several key
from traditional (indemnity) insurance . One of the main
e
e
. ce delivery and financing iimct ons are integrated under
differences is
managed care. Managed care organizations (MCOs) employ various techniques to
control costs and manage health service use prospectively. Among those techniques
are restricting enrollee access to certain providers ("in-network" providers) ; requiring
primary-care-physician approval for access to specialty care ("gatelceeping") ;
coordinating care £orpersonswith certainconditions ("disease management" or "case
management") ; and requiring prior authorization for routine hospital inpatient care
(`pre-certification") . MCOs may offer different types ofhealth plans that vary in the
degree to which cost and medical decision-making is controlled . As a consequence,
enrollee cost-sharing also varies . Generally, the more tightly managed a plan is, the
less the premium charged . Other distinguishing features of the managed care
approach include an emphasis on preventive health care and implementation of
quality assurance processes .
Managed care was touted as the antidote to r idly rising health care costs .
Starting with, the passage of federal legislation in the 1970s which supported tae
growth of managed care (specifically inthe form ofhealthmaintenance organizations
(HMOs)), thenumber ofMCOs grew quickly . Increased market competition among
these organizations led to decreases in premiums, in order to gain market share . With
high medical inflation in the 1980s and early 1990s, enrollees flocked to these lesscostly managed care plans . By the mid-i990s, more insured workers were enrolled
in HMOs than any other health plan type, and health insurance premiums had
stabilized .
But in the latter half of the 1990s, a "backlash" of sorts against managed care
grew ." Some enrollees had grown weary of provider and service restrictions . Many
MCOs that had increased market share through artificially-low premiums began to

'-9 Richard Kronic
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. 24, no . 5 (Oct . 1999), pp .1099-1106 .
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rease revenue. 30 Consumers and. others accused the
order
e
industry
o
caring
more about controlling costs than providing health
man
viders resented the role managed care planed in medical decisioncart .
enrollees began to leave HMOs . The industry responded by
making .
developing insurance products that were less-tightly managed, but more costly .
Some traditional HMOs widened their provider networks and eliminated flit
gatekeeping function, while employers beganto offer Plan types that were less tightly
managed, such as preferredprovider organizations (PPOs) . lr fact, by the end of the
1990s, more people with work-based health coverage were enrol led in PPOs than in
HMOs ."
As the influence of managed care waned and health care costs began to ri
an. increasing pace during the late 1990s, the impact on consumers began to be felt .
For example, in the employment setting, employers absorbed the extra costs at first
in order to recruit and retain workers durin.gthe booming economy of the raid to late
1990s .3 ` But as the economy soured, employers began to pass these expenses along
to enrollees in the form of higher premiums and greater cost-sharing . 33

Consumer-Directed Health Plans
By the turn of the millennium, large increases in health costs again became
commonplace_ With the belief by some observers that the age of managed care was
over, theybegan to search for alternatives . Cons .maer directed (or consumer-drive ?)
health plans have beets offered as one such option.
Consumer-drivenbealth care refers to abroad sp ctmn of approaches
o consumers to control their use ofhealth services and/or ration t
benefits . In the lvorkplace, at one extreme employers way choose to provide
an array ofinsurance products from which workers can choose, while atthe other end
an employer could increase wages but not offer any health coverage allow :ing workers
to decide how to spend that extra money to meet their health care needs . Within
those two endpoints, consumer-directedplansvaryin the degree to which consumers
are responsible for health. care decision-making .34
For example, one type ofhealth benefits option that's at the heart of discussions
about consumer-driven health care is the personal care account (?CA). Typically,

s
c i 2001 : Inflation Hits Double Digits,
30 Ton Gabel, et al ., "Job-Based He
managed Care Retreats," Health r3ffairs, vo . 20, no . 5 (SeptJOct. 2001), pp. 180-186.
" American Association of Health Plans, "Health Plans and Employer-Sponsored Plans,"
Oct. 1999 .
e, "Managing Costs, Managing Benefits; Employer
32 Jon B . Christianson and S
Decisions in Local Health Care M kets," Health Services Research, pt II, vol. 38, no . 1,
(Feb. 2003), pp. 357-373 .
" Jon CMbel, et alt ., "Job-Based Health Benefits in 2002 : Some Important Trends; Health
Affairs, vol . 21, no . 5 (Sept,/Oct 2002), pp . 143-151 .
3e

P. Fronstin, ed., Employee Benefit Research Institute, Consumer DrivenHealth Benefits .

A Continuing Evoluton?, 2002 .
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ounts (HRAs)) with a
e
call
t of money in the PCA
alth plan . Employers
For
instance,
under the recently
s
.
o'
employees to spend on healthh
adde PCA option in FFHBP, enrollees can use up to S1,000 if they have self-only
coverage, or $2,000 for those with family coverage .) lithe PCA funds are exhausted
and the deductible level has not been reached, the consumer is responsible for
covering that gap . Once the consumer's spending reaches the deductible level, then
coverage from that high-deductible plan takes effect .
air

While consumer-oriven health care can take on many forms, the premise
common to all of the approaches is that by making enrollees more responsible for
their own health care, it creates incentives for people to use services prudently . The
expectation is that greater cost-consciousness on the part of consumers will result in
lower overall health costs . In essence, the service and cost control functions
administered by MCOs and providers under managed care shifts to enrollees under
the consumer-driven plan scenario .
ving people take
Proponents of consumer-dixected plans assert the m
.
ed resoonsibility for their ovmhealth care use and expenses TheypredicttIrat
h will lead to better-informed consumers, more appropriate use of health
services, and lower overall spending on health care . Opponents express roncem that
this approach does not recognize he possible range of health conditions in an
enrolled population . They argue that these plans benefit the young and healthy who
use relatively few services, and, therefore, would not need to expend a great deal of
time and energy making these health care decisions . However, these plans impose
a greaterburden on individuals with moderate to severe health conditions because of
their greater-than-average use of medical services .

